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TKE FAILURE OF ALAU RESERVOIR TO FILL
A LEGACY OF UNCONFINED, LEAKING BASIN
ON THE MEGA-CHAD FLOOR

Emmanuel AjayiOLOFIN
Bayero University,Kano
Abstract
The Alau dam was constructed with high hopes: to supply potable water to
the Maiduguri metropolis, and to supply water to irrigate the Jere bowl for the
production of rice. This study, based on field observation and literature search,
confirms that several years after its construction, the reservoir behindit fails to
fill up to an expected level, precluding the achievement oftwo
theobjectives. It is
discovered thatthe reservoir loses water to the unconsolidated sands at its floor,
of the Mega-Chad,on
its
and to the Bama ridge,theoutermostbeach
northeastern margin. field observation also reveals that a topographical divide
exists between the Alau reservoir and the Alau (natural) lake which prevents the
two to fimction as one body of water at a low level as envisaged by the planners.
Finally, it is found that the reservoir basinis not adequatelyconfïned and a small
rise
would
flood extensive
areas
in the region
(the
restraining
dykes
notwithstanding)andtherebycompoundingtheproblemsofseepageand
evaporation both of which
are considerable in the area.
Thepreoccupation of theplanners is .to divertwater
fiomthelarger
Yerdzeram river to fill the reservoir and make it possible to release water for
urban and irrigation needs. In fact, some water was diverted this way during
1992 as an experiment, while an elaborate dyke construction
to divert more water
to the reservoir is going on in the Sambisa swamps. However,
it is contended that
while additional water might improve the level of the reservoir, it would not solve
the inherent problems which is largely a legacy
of the processes associated with
the Mega-Chad. These are:
excessive seepage into loose Sand at the floor, side and along any canal
that may be built;
- flooding of an extensive area should the water level rise more
than the
than enough; and
current level, another metre may be more
- the topographic divide between the Alau reservoir and lake.
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An additional problemis the excessive evaporation
from water surfaceswhich
are tackled effedively, Alau
is characteristicof the region. Unless these problems
dam may never achieve the objectivesfor which it was built.
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FIG. 2 : HYDRO MORPHOLOGY OF THENGADDACATCHMENT
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bed andother banks, if not more.
Also, evaporation €tom the surfaceis excessive,
especiallysincewater
is availablefortheprocessthroughouttheyear.
An
estimate of over two metre per annum is given for this region, and the more the
surfixe area of the exposed water, the greater is the total volume of water
to lost
evaporation (OLOFIN, 1985).
Another source of danger to the reservoir capacity is the potential
rate of
siltation which is already increasing due to the nature of the soils and human
activities within the reservoir basin.
The surface soils of the reservoir area before the impoundment ranged from
loamy Sand on the raised grounds such as the ridges, through sandy loamat the
fmtslopes to silty and clayey loam in the depressions. At the bottom
of the
depressionswerehydromorphicclayeysoils.Nowonlysomeoftheraised
grounds with their loamy Sand texture rise above the water level as headlands,
islands and bounding ridges. The soils are very fiagile and highly susceptible
to
slope wash andd l erosion.
Soi1 erosion is rather serious on the exposed headlands, islands, bounding
ridges, and the earthdykes as well as on the cultivated margins of the relatively
gentler reservoir slopes. The headlands and the dykes are the worst. One such
headland studied during the field visit protruded into the reservoir for about 50
m. This headland was riddled with rills some of which were more than 50 cm
deep. Theheadland had beenerodedinto
a sharp-crested (two to three
centimetres wide) densely rilled form. At the rate observed, and based on the fact
that the textureis very fiagile, it would not be long before it would be removed
completely, if nothingconcreteweredone
to controltheprocess.Other
headlands, ridges and dykes stand the same fate.
Secondly, the cultivation of the reservoir slopes, particularly the risk zone
(draw d o m area) has resulted in a great deal of slope wash, evidence of which
consists of sandy beachesat the base of the cultivated plots on the water margin.
Finally, footpaths and other land use practices associated with Settlements on the
islands and bounding ridges also aid soil erosion. Small gullies recede headwards
along such footpaths.
Oneresult of the observedrateandmagnitudeofsoilerosionisrapid
reservoir siltation. There is little Wonder that the reservoir is heavily silted-up.
The sandy beaches, the numerous alluvial fans, some emerging low-water islands
and pockets of vegetation clusters, comingso soon after the establishmentof the
reservoir, attest to this rapid siltation. The siltation is compounded by pollution
arising fiom dumping of domestic refuse in the reservoir, down
washof chemical
fertilizers from the cultivated plots, bathing and clothe-washing activities and
aerobic particulates fiom rotting dead tree trunks left within the reservoir.
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evaporation and unfruithl flooding, particularly as the restraining dykes holding
the reservoirin check c m easily give way.
6. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

It is doubffil if the Alau reservoir would ever
fil1 to fUlfil al1the objectives of
its planners because of the inherent local problems of seepage, evaporation,
topographic divides and unconfined extensive plains. W l e detailed micro-relief
study could helpto solve the problemof the topographic divide, restraining walls
built to solve that of unconfined depressions, and human activities controlled to
minimize the rate of reservoir siltation, the problem of seepage and evaporation
wouldseem to de@effectivesolution.Therefore,it
seems wise to limitthe
fùnction of the reservoir (with the assistance from the Yedzeram)
to that of
potable water supply to the Maiduguri metropolis. Othermeans should be found
to make the Jere bowl productive.
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